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Dance Pizazz’s Top 3 Tips On How Group Dance Lessons Can Help Dancers
at Any Level

Dance Pizazz continues to introduce dancers of all levels to social dancing in a fun, relaxed
atmosphere through Group Lessons.

St. Louis, MO (PRWEB) August 28, 2014 -- The old adage says it all: practice makes perfect. According to an
article on AZ Central (http://healthyliving.azcentral.com/importance-practicing-good-health-1506.html), the
same goes for practicing healthy habits, such as exercise. Dance Pizazz, the St. Louis funnest, friendliest dance
studio, knows that the more a dancer uses ballroom dance as a form of exercise, the greater the improvements
as a dancer and for the body's health. Group Lessons are an excellent tool in expanding any dancer’s repertoire
by interacting with other dancers and instructors. And they are fun!

Dance Pizazz (www.dance-pizazz.com) knows this and wants to share three ways which show that Group
Lessons are a proven way to improve:

1. Mood: The interaction in Dance Pizazz’s Group Lessons not only expose the dancer to new techniques, but
also allow for social growth through the expansion and practice of ballroom dancing etiquette. The advantages
of engaging in an activity that requires social interaction are plenty: from improved mood to enhanced
cognition, doing something that’s loved by many is a surefire way to make any dancer happier.

2. Technique: Because the dancer, regardless of ballroom dance level, is socializing with other dancers and
instructors alike, there is a guaranteed exposure to more advanced techniques and different styles of dance. The
more a dancer is exposed to others’ styles, the more their overall social dancing will be exponentially enhanced.
This means that the dancer is more likely to thrive in situations that demand different styles of dancing with
different partners, such as weddings, office parties, or a night out on the town.

3. Health: Group Lessons are an excellent way to get an extra hearth-healthy workout in during the week.
Ballroom dance is a proven form of holistic exercise that engages many systems and muscle groups. What
better way to work out than while doing something that is fun?

Dance Pizazz loves to host Group Lessons and believes in their ability to help any dancer boost their mood,
augment their skills, and address overall health through a workout that is done with ease and joy. Check out
www.dance-pizazz.com to see the schedule for Group Lessons and how other dancers have shared in an
experience that is fun and has many benefits.
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Contact Information
Nikki McElvain
Dance Pizazz
http://www.dance-pizazz.com
+1 (636) 441-6854

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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